Data collection is one of the most important operations in wireless sensor networks. Currently, many researches focus on using a connected dominating set to construct a virtual backbone for data collection in WSNs. Most researchers concentrate on how to construct a minimum connected dominating set because a small virtual backbone incurs less maintenance. Unfortunately, computing a minimum size CDS is NP-hard, and the minimum connected dominating sets may result in unbalanced energy consumption among nodes. In this paper, we investigate the problem of constructing an energy-balanced CDS to effectively preserve the energy of nodes in order to extend the network lifetime in data collection. An energy-balanced connected dominating set scheme named DGA-EBCDS is proposed, and each node in the network can effectively transmit its data to the sink through the virtual backbone. When constructing the virtual backbone in DGA-EBCDS, we prioritize selecting those nodes with higher energy and larger degree. This method makes the energy consumption among nodes more balanced. Furthermore, the routing decision in DGA-EBCDS considers both the path length and the remaining energy of nodes in the path; it further prolongs the lifetime of nodes in the backbone. Our conclusions are verified by extensive simulation results. 13], which means that the data sensed by nodes should be transmitted to the sink for further processing. How to conserve the limited energy of nodes and extend the lifetime of the network is an important issue in data collection [14, 15] . The network lifetime is usually defined as the duration of the network until the first node depletes its energy. So, the network lifetime effectively ends with the first node death (FND). Due to incomplete data, the remaining energy in the surviving nodes is of no use after FND. In order to effectively extend the lifetime of a WSN (delay the death of the first node), many algorithms construct a virtual backbone of the 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks network and only use the nodes in the virtual backbone to receive and transmit data for data collection. Nodes that are not in the backbone can go to sleep mode periodically to conserve the limited energy. Because of the number of nodes in the virtual backbone is relatively small, the impact of the broadcast storm problem can be greatly reduced, and the routing path search space can also be limited to the nodes that are in the set of the backbone. So, the virtual backbone can bring several benefits to network management. Connected dominating set (CDS) plays an important role in the construction of virtual backbone in wireless sensor networks [16] . A dominating set (DS) of a network is a subset of all its nodes, which makes every node out of the set adjacent to at least one node in the set. A dominating set is called a connected dominating set when the nodes in the dominating set can form a connected graph. A CDS can be used as a virtual backbone to help each node transfer its data to the sink. Many researches focus on finding the minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) to construct the network virtual backbone [10] . However, MCDS-based algorithms may result in too much energy consumption of nodes in the backbone, and may cause unbalanced energy consumption among all the nodes, which will shorten the network lifetime and narrow their applications.
Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a new hot spot in current research, and it has broad application foreground [1, 2] . A wireless sensor network consists of a large number of nodes that collaborate together to monitor various phenomena. WSN can be used in various fields, such as battlefield, environment monitoring, disaster forecasting, business, and traffic control.
However, the communication ability, computational ability, storage ability, and energy of sensor nodes are limited [3] [4] [5] [6] , and the nodes are difficult to be replaced because they are often deployed in remote or inaccessible environments; the limitations of wireless sensor networks also shorten the performance of the network. Because of the limited energy, the signal generated by a source can only reach the nodes that are within its transmission range. If two nodes are within the transmission range of each other, they can exchange messages directly; otherwise, the messages have to be relayed through other intermediate nodes [7, 8] . This problem motivates us to construct a virtual backbone in wireless sensor network, and through this virtual backbone each node of the network can effectively transmit its data to the sink.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are data oriented and are usually densely deployed in a monitor environment to process a great deal of data. Data collection is one of the most important operations in wireless sensor networks [9- 
Related Work
The construction of connected dominating set in wireless networks has been extensively studied for many years. In order to measure the quality of a connected dominating set, the size of the CDS is usually chosen as the main concern factor. A smaller CDS can suffer less interference from its neighbors because each node in a WSN shares the communication channel with its neighbors. Moreover, a smaller CDS can perform well in reducing the number and the cost of control messages in routing and transmission. On the other hand, the smaller CDS can also make the management of the virtual backbone easier. Based on the above reasons, many researches focused on reducing the size of a CDS [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Dai and Wu [18] firstly introduced two greedy algorithms to computer the MCDS in a general ; both of them were polynomial time algorithms. Some works [18] [19] [20] 22] focused on constructing -connected -dominating sets for fault tolerance, and most of these works used a UDG as their network model. Wu et al. [23] proposed a CDS construction algorithm using an energy model which was also adopted in other works [24, 25] . Cardei et al. [26] and Funke et al. [27] proposed another two distributed algorithms, which could achieve better performance. Authors in [28] [29] [30] presented a distributed algorithm for constructing CDSs in UDGs, which consisted of two phases. Thai et al. [31] addressed the problem of constructing a CDS in a heterogeneous network and presented two approximation methods to obtain MCDS. Reference [21] considered constructing CDS in heterogeneous network, which formed an energy-efficient virtual network by using directional antennas. These algorithms effectively reduced the backbone size and improved the performance of the network.
Besides these algorithms, there were many other CDSbased algorithms aiming at the optimization goal of reducing the energy consumption of nodes in order to make the network live longer. CDS-BD-D [32] considered how to construct diameter restricted minimum connected dominating set. The diameter referred to the maximum length of the shortest path between any two nodes in the CDS. Data collection could be finished in limited delays by constructing diameter-restricted MCDS. GOC-MCDS-D [33] considered the routing cost of nodes and achieved higher energy efficiency than CDS-BD-D. Wu h [34] aimed at creating the minimum connected dominating set and ignored the diameter size of the CDS. Another classic protocol named mr-CDS [17] considered the residual energy of nodes and effectively improved the energy efficiency of Wu h [34] . Firstly, the node with higher residual energy than its neighboring nodes had a higher priority to become the dominator node. The selected dominator broadcasted its dominant message to its neighbors. The dominatee nodes could infer the number of the dominators among their neighbors from these dominant messages. Then, each node that was not in the dominating set would broadcast its neighbors' dominating set, which enabled the 2-hop neighbors of the dominators to know the dominators. By comparing the set of the 2-hops neighbors, each dominatee node could judge if there were any paths for the 2-hop dominator nodes. If no path existed to connect the dominator nodes, the node itself would become a dominator node. Finally, all dominator nodes would form a connected dominating set. However, the process of a dominatee node changing to a dominator node could not consider the energy factor, and each dominatee node autonomously converted to a dominator node, which made too many dominatee nodes change to dominator nodes at the same time. This caused the nodes consuming too much energy to run the pruning algorithm so as to reduce the number of nodes in the CDS. The message complexity of mr-CDS is ( log ). Since mr-CDS is very easy and effective, we will compare this classic protocol with our protocol in this paper.
Moreover, there were some other algorithms aiming at the optimization goal of ensuring the reliability of the network. That is to say, the data could still be transmitted to the sink after the death of some nodes. LDA [35] focused on how to structure -connected -dominating set, and each dominator node constructed a local vertex-connected subgraph according to the neighbor information. Then, each dominator node noticed the dominate nodes in this subgraph to join the CDS. FT-CDS-CA [36] studied the problem of constructing fault-tolerant CDS and proposed a constant factor polynomial time approximation algorithm to compute (3, )-CDS, which was similar to the method used in [22] . SSC [37] was the first self-stabilizing distributed ( , ) algorithm, which used synchronous multiple paths to improve security, availability, and fault tolerance of the algorithm.
System Model and Problem Statement
3.1. Network Model. Assume that there are sensor nodes in the network that are labeled as V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V , respectively. Denote the sink by V 0 . All the nodes are randomly deployed in a × field to continuously monitor the environment. Denote the transmission range of sensor nodes as . We assume that ≪ . The sink and all the sensor nodes form a connected network. Let be the set of nodes. | | represents the number of nodes in set , so, | | = + 1. The network has the following characteristics:
(1) The network is static; that is, all nodes and the sink are stationary after deployment.
(2) Nodes may have different initial energy. The sink is assumed to have infinite power supply and powerful computation ability.
(3) Nodes are not aware of their geographic information.
(4) Data are highly correlated; the nodes in the virtual backbone (the nodes in the CDS) can aggregate the data into one packet of bits for transmission no matter how much data are arriving. The data aggregation makes the node able to merge its own data with the received data from its neighbors, leading to significant energy and bandwidth savings.
In this paper, we consider a wireless sensor network where data is periodically reported from the sensor nodes to the sink. Data collection and transmission proceeds in rounds, the data from the sensor nodes are collected and aggregated with the packets of peer sensor nodes, and only one data is sent per round from the sensor network to the sink, so, each node has only one packet of information to communicate in each round. A round is defined as the process of collecting all the data from nodes to the sink, regardless of how much time it takes [38] .
Energy
Model. DGA-EBCDS uses the same energy consumption model which is widely adopted in previous works [39, 40] . According to this model, the energy dissipated to deliver a packet of bits from the source to the destination is defined as
where elec is the energy dissipated in operating the transmitter radio, is the transmission range of the node and fs 2 represents the energy dissipated by transmitter amplifier which varies with the distance between the two nodes. The energy dissipated in operating the receiver radio is expressed as
3.3. Problem Statement. The minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) is an NP-hard problem for general graphs [41] . The MCDS can simplify network abstracted topology and reduce routing cost. However, when the nodes in the MCDS are without enough energy, these nodes will die earlier because of consuming energy too quickly. Consider the graph shown in Figure 1 (a). There are 7 nodes and one sink in the network, and each node starts with different amount of energy. A (1) represents node A having one unit of energy, and so forth.
In Figure 1 (b), network generates CDS only by node degree. B has the largest node degree, so it becomes a dominator (to be blacked) firstly. And the neighboring nodes of B (A, C, D, E, and F) become the dominatees. The left node G has no other nodes to compare with, so it becomes the dominator naturally. In order to connect two dominators G and B, F becomes the connector (to be shaded). So, CDS contains three nodes (B, F, and G), accounting for 43% of the total number of nodes, and there is only one path from the CDS to the sink; this path transmits all the data flows of the network; thus, the energy consumption of this path is very large.
In Figure 1 (c), network generates CDS by node energy. E and G have larger energy, so they become dominators firstly, and then, A and F become the connectors to connect G and the sink, and C and D become the connectors to connect E and the sink. Thus, CDS contains six nodes, accounting for 86% of the total number of nodes. CDS as the virtual backbone has to work long hours and should not go to the sleep mode, so this part of the nodes will run out of energy quickly and die earlier. In Figure 1 (d), network generates CDS by two factors: both the energy and the degree of a node. F and D both have larger degree and higher energy, so they become dominators firstly, and then, A becomes the connector to connect F and the sink, and C becomes the connector to connect D and the sink. Thus, CDS contains four nodes, accounting for 57% of the total number of nodes. Meanwhile, there are two paths from the CDS to the sink; more nodes outside the CDS can go to the sleep mode, which can not only reduce the size of the CDS, but also balance the energy consumption among nodes and extend the network lifetime.
So, constructing an energy-balanced CDS is a good method to solve the problems of MCDS, which takes both the energy and the degree of a node into consideration so as to effectively prolong the network lifetime in wireless sensor network.
The Design and Analysis of DGA-EBCDS
For the sake of brevity in describing our algorithm in the following, we give some definitions and notations here. Let (V ) be the neighbors set of a node . Dominators represent the nodes in the dominating set. Dominatees represent the nodes that are not in the dominating set. Connectors refer to the nodes that can connect two different dominators that are not adjacent to each other, and all the dominators and connectors can form a connected dominating set. Independent set (IS) is a subset of such that no two vertices within the set are adjacent in . Maximal independent set (MIS) is an independent set such that adding any vertex not in the set breaks the independence property of the set; thus, the number of the IS nodes in the MIS is the largest. Let (V ) be the set of neighboring nodes of node that cannot become any kinds of dominators, dominates, or connectors. These definitions and notations will be used throughout this paper.
DGA-EBCDS is a distributed algorithm it depends only on the local information of nodes. The algorithm does not require the global information. DGA-EBCDS includes two stages: in the first stage, DGA-EBCDS selects the dominators; in the second stage, DGA-EBCDS selects the connectors, and finally, all the dominators and connectors form a CDS.
In order to construct an energy-balanced CDS, we use a weight to measure the capability of a node, = Degree , where is the energy of node V and Degree is the degree of node V . The higher the weight is, the more is its chance to become a dominator. By combining energy and degree together to measure the capability of a node, the node with a higher weight has higher priority to become a International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 5 At the beginning of the first stage:
V broadcasts a message dominator(V ); }} Algorithm 1: The first stage for DGA-EBCDS.
backbone node. That is to say, the node with more energy and larger degree has more chance to become a CDS node.
In this section, we will describe the details of DGA-EBCDS as follows.
Construction of Energy-Balanced CDS.
Sensor nodes in the DGA-EBCDS can have three different colors: "white, " "gray, " and "black". Initially, all nodes are "white. " During the execution of our algorithm, all nodes change their color to either "black" or "gray. " Based on the weight comparison among neighbors, some suitable nodes are selected as dominators; nodes that are not in the dominating set remain as dominatees. All the black nodes form the dominating set (network backbone), whereas the gray nodes remain as dominatees, and they use neighboring dominators as next hops to transmit the data. Each node runs DGA-EBCDS distributedly and the algorithm includes the two following stages:
(1) Weight comparison among neighbors in the first stage, and some suitable nodes are selected as the dominators. During weight comparison, node is more suitable to be a dominator than its neighboring when node has a higher weight than , or the weights of node and are the same, but the ID of node is smaller than that of node . When a node wins the weight comparison over its neighbors, the node becomes the dominator and turns "black;" when its neighboring nodes receive the black message from node , they will become dominatees and turn "gray. " Algorithm 1 gives detailed description of the selection of dominators by comparing the weights among nodes.
(2) In the second stage, the dominators select the suitable neighbors to become the connectors, and then the dominating nodes can be connected by the connectors. The selection is decided on the energy level of their neighbors as well as the connection condition between the neighbors and other dominators. When node becomes a connector, it will turn "black" too. Finally, all the dominators and connectors will form a connected dominating set (network backbone). We use two lists (List1 and List2) to save the path information. Algorithm 2 gives detailed description of the selection of connectors.
In Algorithm 2, at the beginning of the second stage, if the color of node V is "Gray, " V will broadcast a message dominatee1(V , V ) for each dominator V that is one of the neighbors of V ; this message will help V to search for other dominators that V can connect them through V .
When V receives a dominatee1(V , V ) message, V checks the color of itself; if the color of node V is "Gray, " and if there is a dominator V that is one of the neighbors of V and V < V , V will broadcast a message dominatee2(V , V , V ); the message will make V know that it can connect V through V and V . If the color of node V is "Black, " V will wait to receive the dominatee1 and the dominatee2 messages being sent from other neighbors; otherwise, if there is a record [V , V ] in List1 and < , delete [V , V ] from List1 and then add [V , V ] to List1.
When V receives a dominatee2(V , V , V ) message, if the color of node V is "Black, " and if List2 is empty or [V , V , V ] cannot be found in List2, add the record [V , V , V ] to List2; V waits to receive the dominatee1 and the dominatee2 messages being sent from other neighbors; otherwise, if there is a record [V , V , V ] in List2 and min{ , } < min{ , }, delete [V , V , V ] from List2; and then, add the record [V , V , V ] to List2.
When the timer expires, if V can connect with V through V 1 , add V to a set and delete the record [V , V , V ] from List2; if V ∈ and the color of node V is "Gray, " V will change itself from a dominatee to a connector, and then, the color of V turns to "Black. "
Each node runs DGA-EBCDS distributedly; when a node turns to "Black, " it will never change its color again. At the end of the second stage, the set of "Black" nodes (dominators and connectors) forms a CDS.
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At the beginning of the second stage: if(V ⋅ color == "Gray") for (each dominator V that is one of the neighbors of V ) V broadcasts a message dominatee1(V , V );
V waits to receive the dominatee1 and the dominatee2 messages sending from other neighbors;
When the timer Timer expired: 
Analysis of the Distributed Algorithm
Theorem 1. The set of the dominators is a maximal independent set (MIS) when the first stage for DGA-EBCDS terminates.
Proof. From the detailed description of the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1, all the nodes will make a weight comparison among neighbors in the first stage of DGA-EBCDS. During weight comparison, V will be selected as a dominator when V has a higher weight than its neighboring V , or the weights of V and V are the same, but the ID of V is smaller than that the ID of V . When V wins the weight comparison over its neighbors, it will become a dominator. When V becomes a dominator, all the neighbors of V will become dominates; thus, each two dominators cannot be connected directly. From the above analysis, the set of all the dominators is an independent set (IS). For any node V ∈ , according to DGA-EBCDS, there are only two possible cases for V : if V is not a dominator, it must be a dominatee. For each dominatee, there is certainly at least one dominator in its neighbors. Therefore, any dominatee turning to a dominator will break the independence property of the current set (produce two dominators that can be connected directly). Thus, the set of the dominators is a maximal independent set (MIS) when the first stage for DGA-EBCDS terminates.
Theorem 2. The message complexity of DGA-EBCDS is
( log ).
Proof. In order to guarantee that the network is connected, the transmission radius of should satisfy the following formula [42] :
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where represents the probability that the network is not connected. Certainly, the number of the neighboring nodes must satisfy neighborhood ≈ 2 2 ≥ 2 log ( ) = (log ) . (4) From the detailed description of the algorithms shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, for each node V , if V is a dominator, it will send two messages: one message for declaring itself being selected as the dominator and the other message for broadcasting the set of the connectors.
If V is a dominatee, it will send at most (log ) messages: one message for broadcasting dominatee(V ), (log ) messages for broadcasting dominatee1(V , V ), and (log ) messages for broadcasting dominatee2(V , V , V ), where (log ) is decided by the number of the neighboring nodes of V .
If V turns out to be a connector, it will broadcast connector ( , ) message only once.
Thus, a node will send at most (log ) messages in DGA-EBCDS. There are nodes in the network; we can deduce that the total message complexity of the network is ( log ), which is the same as the message complexity of the classic DSbased algorithm mr-CDS.
Performance Evaluation
We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of DGA-EBCDS. The experiments are assumed to be performed in a square field of × , in which nodes are randomly dispersed. The parameters are as follows.
Each node in the field is assigned a randomly-generated initial energy level between 1 joule(J) and 1.5 J, elec = 50 nJ/bit, fs = 13 pJ/bit/m 2 , and each node will generate only one packet of 1000 bits per round. We compare DGA-EBCDS with mr-CDS and use the same assumption of mr-CDS. Sink is located at the center of the field; its coordinate is (0.5 , 0.5 ). All experiments will be performed 20 times, and their average values are taken as the final results. Our target is to balance the energy among nodes and delay the death of the first node. Network density is defined as the number of nodes lying in each unit of the field, which can be described as / 2 . Average node degree represents the number of nodes in its transmission range, which can be described as 2 / 2 ; we will use them to set our experiment scenes.
Backbone Size.
We simulate a network of 480 static nodes placed randomly in a 1000 m × 1000 m area to observe the distribution of the CDS. The transmission range of nodes is set to be 100 m. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , the sink is marked with a pentagram, the nodes in the CDS (including dominators and connectors) are marked with circles adding a plus sign, and dominatees are marked with circles. We can observe that the CDS produced by DGA-EBCDS and mr-CDS can both cover the whole network, which can effectively guarantee the network coverage.
In order to measure the validity of these two algorithms, we have used two different environments to randomly deploy the sensor nodes. We can see from Figures 2(a) and 2(b), in the first experiment, on average, 142 nodes constitute the mr-CDS backbone, whereas in case of DGA-EBCDS, there are only 79 nodes generated in the backbone; the backbone size of DGA-EBCDS is reduced by 44.4% on average.
Meanwhile, we can see from Figures 2(c) and 2(d) , in the second experiment, on average, 146 nodes constitute the mr-CDS backbone, whereas in case of DGA-EBCDS, there are only 86 nodes generated in the backbone; the backbone size of DGA-EBCDS is reduced by 41.1% on average.
As backbone nodes must remain active during the network operating period, with fewer nodes in the backbone, DGA-EBCDS consumes less energy to keep the network in an operational state, and a smaller backbone in DGA-EBCDS can make more nodes (dominatees) go to a periodic sleep mode and effectively save the energy of the network. Moreover, no matter how the randomized sensor placements change, DGA-EBCDS always achieves better performance than mr-CDS.
Energy Consumption in the Formation of CDS.
In order to compare the energy efficiency of DGA-EBCDS and mr-CDS, we have examined the average energy consumption per node in the formation phase of CDS. The transmission range of nodes is set to 100 m, and the message packets size of nodes is 32 bits. We have investigated both algorithms under varying conditions like average node degree and the scale of the network. Two experimental scenes are used:
(1) Scene 1: the area is fixed to 1000 m × 1000 m. Assume that there are 320, 480, 640, 800, and 960 nodes randomly distributed in the field, respectively. The average node degree is 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 under this scene, respectively.
(2) Scene 2: the average node degree is fixed to 15. The area is 800 m × 800 m, 1000 m × 1000 m, 1200 m × 1200 m, and 1500 m × 1500 m, respectively. There are 306, 480, 688, and 1075 nodes in this scene, respectively. The energy consumption in the formation phase of CDS is shown in Figure 3 .
We can see from Figure 3 (a), in the formation of CDS, the energy consumption of nodes increases when the average node degree grows. The reason is that nodes need to exchange messages with their neighbors. As the average node degree increases, the node needs to exchange its messages with more neighbors, which exhausts too much energy. However, DGA-EBCDS consumes less energy than mr-CDS; the average energy consumption has been reduced by 33.3%.
In Figure 3(b) , when average node degree is fixed, the energy consumption for DGA-EBCDS and mr-CDS will be similar. Because the numbers of average neighbors of nodes will remain unchanged when average node degree is fixed, the energy consumption will be unchanged. However, DGA-EBCDS consumes less energy than mr-CDS in different scales of network. Based on the observation, we can get the conclusion that DGA-EBCDS considers the energy balancing among nodes, as a result, DGA-EBCDS wastes less energy and acquires better energy efficiency than mr-CDS.
Network Lifetime.
We set the same scenes of section B to evaluate the network lifetime. The energy of node will be reducing in data collection and the energy is changing per round. Node broadcasts its energy message at the beginning of each round. The message of energy can be delivered by some small packets; the energy consumption of this part can be neglected in the network.
In wireless sensor networks, the energy of node is very limited, if the network lifetime (FND) expires, remaining energy of the alive nodes cannot come to any use. So our algorithm tries to maximize the use of overall network energy before a network expires and extend network lifetime by delaying the death of the first node. In the process of data collection, the node cannot acquire the path information, so it does not know from which path it can transmit its data to sink with less energy consumption. There are many algorithms using the nodes in the CDS to construct a data collection tree and set the sink as the root of the tree. We no longer specially discuss this method here, and we use the distance vector (DV) routing algorithm [43] to construct a data collection tree after forming a CDS-based backbone. The collection tree is also used by mr-CDS. The sink acts as the root node and initiates tree formation, and only the dominators take part in the construction of the tree. Furthermore, we can see from DV algorithm only over the dominators can reduce the cost of the network.
In the data collection process, each dominatee will transmit its data to the neighbor that has the highest energy in the data collection tree, and then it goes to the sleep mode to save its energy. The nodes in the data collection tree will aggregate the received data into one packet of 1000 bits and then transmit the packet to their father. A round of data collection terminates when the sink receives all the data from its children. Network lifetime achieved by these two algorithms is shown in Figure 4 .
In Figure 4(a) , the network lifetime is decreasing as the average node degree increases. DGA-EBCDS achieves longer network lifetime than mr-CDS no matter how the average node degree changes.
In Figure 4(b) , when the average node degree is fixed, the network lifetime in large-scale network is shorter than that in small-scale network. As the transmission range is the same, the data need to be transmitted more times to get to the sink in large-scale network than in small-scale network, so the network lifetime in large-scale network will be reduced. However, DGA-EBCDS achieves longer network lifetime than mr-CDS. On average, the network lifetime is prolonged by 57.8%.
Delay.
We set the same scenes of Section 5.2 to evaluate the data dissemination delays of these two algorithms. Since data dissemination delay are mainly affected by the maximum number of hops from the node to the sink, that is, the larger the number of hops, the longer the delay, we use the maximum number of hops between sink and the node to measure the data dissemination delay. The comparison results of data dissemination delay are shown in Figure 5 .
In Figure 5 , we can see that the data dissemination delays are mostly influenced by the size of the network; however, the average node degree produces very little influence on data dissemination delays.
In Figure 5(a) , the data dissemination delays of these two algorithms remain unchangeable as the average node degree increases. The average delay of DGA-EBCDS is 9.63 hops, and the average delay of mr-CDS is 8.36 hops. DGA-EBCDS incurs a larger delay (just only one hop on average) than that of mr-CDS.
In Figure 5(b) , when the average node degree is fixed, the data dissemination delays of these two algorithms in largescale network are larger than that in small-scale network. As the transmission range is the same, the data need to be relayed by more nodes to get to the sink in large-scale network than in small-scale network, so the data dissemination delays in large-scale network will be enlarged. The average delay of DGA-EBCDS is 10.49 hops, and the average delay of mr-CDS is 9.29 hops; mr-CDS shortens the delay by only one hop on average. Moreover, from Figure 2 , we can see that the backbone size of DGA-EBCDS is smaller than that of mr-CDS. In some cases, there are fewer paths between the nodes and the sink, so some CDS nodes of DGA-EBCDS need to be transmitted more times to get to the sink; thus, DGA-EBCDS incurs larger delays than that of mr-CDS.
However, DGA-EBCDS considers the energy balancing among nodes. The algorithm can significantly delay the death of the first node, and the dominators can take more rounds for data collection. Based on the observation, we can draw the conclusion that DGA-EBCDS gains better performance than mr-CDS.
Conclusion and Future Work
Selecting proper nodes to construct the CDS in order to maximize the network lifetime is an important issue when designing connected dominating set protocols and algorithms for data collection in wireless sensor networks. Most existing algorithms cannot consider the energy balancing among nodes, which limits their applications in large scale WSNs. The high contribution of this paper is the construction of an energy-balanced connected dominating set (DGA-EBCDS) for data collection in wireless sensor network. DGA-EBCDS can effectively increase the number of rounds before the first node failure by reducing the energy consumption per round and only choosing the nodes with a relatively higher weight to construct the CDS. Theoretical analyses show that the total message complexity of the algorithm is ( log ), and the simulation results show that DGA-EBCDS can reduce energy consumption in the formation of CDS as well as effectively prolong the lifetime of the network.
In the next step, how to switch the role of dominators when designing the CDS backbone is a new research direction for us. If we always use the same set of dominators, those nodes must relay network traffic all the time, and they will easily run out of energy when compared with the dominatee nodes. We can consider that once the energy of a dominator goes below a threshold, a new node can take up the responsibility of this dominator. Therefore, researches that aim at delaying the death of the first node and switching the role of dominators can be useful in the future work.
